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In this paper we consider two classes of local rings, Gorenstein rings and 
Gorenstein rings reduced modulo the socle. The former have, of course, been 
studied extensively, and the latter have now been characterized intrinsically by 
Teter [6j. 
Let R, m be a local Gorenstein ring. We prove three change of rings theorems 
between R and R/(0 : m); one for the homology of the Koszul complex (Sec- 
tion l), one for the PoincarC series (Section 2), and one for the Ext algebra 
(Section 3).l 
As usual, for any graded Z-module A, we denote by s/I the graded Z-module 
satisfying (s/l)+ = A,_r with the obvious isomorphism s: A + sA of degree $1. 
By IA we mean the elements of positive degree in A. 
If  A is a graded algebra, QA = (IA)/(IA)2, the indecomposable elements of A. 
1. COMPARISON OF THE HOMOLOGY OF THE KOSZUL COMPLEX 
Let R, m be a local ring and t r ,..., t, a minimal generating set for m. The 
Koszul complex K = KR of R is the free exterior algebra on generators Tl ,..., T, 
with differential 
4T*, ... TJ = i (-l)‘t,,Ti, . . . pii, . . . Ti, . 
i=l 
Then K is a commutative DG-algebra and H(K) inherits these same properties. 
1 Theorem 2 has been independently proved by H. Rahbar Rochandel, C. R. Acad. 
Sci. Paris, 247 (1977), 651-654. 
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TNEOREIVI 1. Let R, m  be a local Gorenstein ring of KY&! ~~~~~sio~ zero and 
e~be~~i~g dimension n, and let .i? = R/(0 : m). Denote by KR and .A? the KmmE 
complexes of R and I?, respectively. Put 
ET = H(KR)/H,(KR) 
and 
K = s(KR OR k)/s(KnR OR k). 
Tlma there is an isomorphism of graded algebras 
N(K’) E a(.~%?), 
where R(E) is the trivial extension of g by E regarded as a trivial B-modde, i.e., 
(la, k) . (h.‘, k’) = (I%‘, 
foT h, h’ E IR and k, R’ E R. 
The proof follows after two lemmas. 
Let U be a DG-algebra and J a DG-ideal of U. We give the mapping cone 
U(sJ) the structure of a DG-algebra. Namely, define 
U(s J) = u @ SJ 
with multiplication 
(a, sb)(a’, sb’) = (aa’, s(ba’) + (--i)“eg”s(ab’)) 
2nd differential 
d(a, sb) = (da + b, -s(db)), 
It is easily checked that U(sJ) is then a DG-algebra and that J @ sj is a DG-ideal 
of U(sJ). 
LEMMA 1.1. Let p be the canonical lnap U -+ U/J. T%en the ~orno~o~~~~s~ oJ 
DG-algebras U(sJ) + U/J sending (a, sb) -+ pa in&es alz ~~o~~o~ph~s~ of graded 
algebras 
H( 74sJ>> “, H( 0-l JZ, 
PYOO~. As usual, one defines a contracting homotopy 
S: J@sJ+J@sJ 
bY 
S(b, sb’) = (0, sb). 
Then the lemma follows from the long exact sequence aosociated to the exact 
sequence of complexes 
LEMMA 1.2. Let h!, m  be a local Gorensteirz ring of ~i~e~as~o~~ zero and bt R 
be a’ts Koszuk complex. Then fey 0 < i < n, 
(0 : m)diT, = (0 : mz) B,(K). 
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Proof. Since R is zero-dimensional Gorenstein, the pairing 
m/(m)” @ (0 : m’)/(O : m) 3 (0 : m) 
is nondegenerate and (0 : m) is principal, say (0 : m) = (t). Let t, ,..., t, be a 
minimal generating set for m and ur ,..., U, a dual generating set for (0 : m2); 
i.e., such that 
u,tj = z&t. 
Assume that K is the exterior algebra on generators Ti with dTi = ti , 
i = l,..., n. For any subset S & {I ,..., n>, put Ts = nIEs Ti . Ifj 6 S, then 
tT, = +d(u,TjTs) 
showing that 
(0 : m)K, C (0 : m2)B,(K) 
if i < n. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Using the notation of the lemmas, let U = KR ant 
J = tK and V = U(sJ). Then by Lemma 1.1, 
H(V) s H(K/tK) = H(Kfi,, 
and the exact sequence of complexes 
044s V+stK+O 
induces the long exact sequence 
The connecting homomorphism 
is zero for i < n by Lemma 1.2 and is an isomorphism for i = n. Thus as vector 
spaces 
H(V) gg IqK). 
To check the multiplication rule, let h E i?, k E E. Choose z E Z(KR) repre- 
senting h. Then (2, 0) is a cycle in V representing (h, 0). Choose y  E KR such that 
ty represents k. By Lemma 1.2, there exists an x E (0 : m2)KR such that dx = 
- ty. Then (x, sty) is a cycle in V, representing (0, k). 
Now let h’ E R and K’ E R and similarly choose z’, x’, y’. By definition of the 
product in V, 
(% O)(z’, 0) = (=‘, Oh 
(2,0)(x’, sty’) = (xx’, 0) 
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KR. But since x’ E (0 : m2)KR, 
(xx’, 0) E (tKR, 0) C d(0, stKR). 
Similarly, 
(x, sty)(x’, sty’) E d(0, stKR) 
and the product formula is verified. 
2. C~~~PARIS~N OF THE POINCAR& SERIES 
For a local ring R, m with residue field k = WI 
is the formal power series 
P&) = 2 B&, 
i=!l 
oincarC series of R 
where B, = dim, ToriR(K, k). 
TSEOREM 2. Let R, m be a local Gorenstein &g of e~zbedd~~lg d~~e~s~~~ 
az > 1 and Krull dimension zero. Then 
En the notation of [4], Theorem 2 says that R -> > is a Golod homo- 
morphism. The proof, however, wili not require any of the methods of [4], 
Theorem 2 was proved for the case where 13 is a complete intersection by 
Gulliksen [3] and for the case where R has embedding dimension 3 by Levin [4]- 
LEMMA 2.1. Let S, n be a local r&g and U a IX-S-a&e&a such that 
(a) Each Ui is a free S-module and LTO = S. 
(b) dUCnU and dU, = n. 
(c) There is a graded submodule A C nhi such tknt .A? = 0 and 
Then the minimal resolution of S/n ha-s the form 
Y = U &,- T(F), 
where F is a free S-module satisfying F OS k s s%?(U) and T(F) is tke tensor 
algebra of F over S. 
Proof. Since $3 CB(U),nZ(U) C B(U) so H(U) is a vector space over 
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k = ,.9/n. LetF be a free S-module such thatF OS K g sB( U). By hypothesis (c), 
there exists an S-module homomorphism 
T):F+ s(A n Z(U)) 
such that the diagram 
F-%s(AnZ(U)) 
1 1 (2.1) 
F 0s k s a(u) 
commutes. Now define 
Y = lJ OS T(F) 
with differential given by 
d@ Ofi 0 *a* Ofr> = du Ofi 0 .a- Ofr + (-l)““@‘u~(f3 Of2 0 *a* Ofr , 
for u E U andfi E F. It is easily checked that d2 = 0 and that 
4y 63.0 = dy @ f (mod U> (2.2) 
for y E Y of positive degree. By (b) and (c), dY C nY and by definition of 7, 
z(u)cB(U@F)CB(Y). 
If u + f E z( U OF), then T( f ) E B(U), so from diagram (2. I), 
f EnF = (dUJFCd(U, OF) + U. 
Thus 
z(U@F)CB(U@F@(U@F))CB(Y). 
In particular, H,(Y) = H,(Y) = 0. Assume that H,(Y) = 0 for i < p. Then 
by (2.2) 
P-2 
z,(Y) = 2, (U OF) + j-j Z,(Y) OFpi C WY) 
i=l 1 
by induction. So Y is acyclic and hence a minimal resolution of K. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let R, m be a local Ting of embedding dimension n and Kosxul 
complex K. Let X be a minimal algebra resolution of k = Rjna and put 
Then 
X’ =(ueX[ duEKIX). 
K,X = KJ-‘. 
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Proof. Clearly K,X’C K,X. To see the other inclusion, let x E X with 
dx = xix, aixi 9 where ai E m. Choose Ai E Kl such that dA, = ai , i = I,..., T. 
Then 
is a member of x’ and 
x’ = x - i Aixi 
i=l 
K,x = K,x’. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Let (0 : m) = (5). Ch oose an arbitrary nonbounding 
cycle x E Z,(K). Since H(K) is a PoincarC algebra [l], there exists a d E .&-I(K) 
such that xx’ = tT, ... T, E Z,(K). In fact, since Z,(K) = Hn(K) is a one- 
dimensional vector space, 
Z,(K) = tK, = z’Zl(K) = Rzz’. 
Let X be a minimal algebra resolution of k = R/m. We will first show that 
tx c (0 : my B(X) + x’B(X). 
Since (t) = (0 : d)m, the derivation rule d(q) = (dx)y + (-l)degzx(dy) 
shows that 
tX, = (0 : m2) B,(K)X, C (0 : m2) d(K,XJ f tK&,_, e 
But, by Lemma 1.2, tKl = (0 : m2)B,(K) so 
~%cT~X~-~ C (0 : mp) d(l(,X,-,) + tKzXD-9 , 
etc., yielding finally that 
tx, c (0 : m”) B(X) + tK,X+, . 
Now let S E X, with d.9 = x. Then 
tK%X = .z’xX = z’(dS)X = ,z’(dS)X’. 
by Lemma 2.2 and further 
a’(dS)X’ C z’B(X) + x’SB(X’). 
(2.3‘ ) 
(2.4) 
Forgetting differentials, X is a free K-module. Let (xz> be the homogeneous 
elements of degree p - f of a K-basis for X. Then for zk E X’, 
du = c c,x, + Z’, 
481/55/r-6 
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where ZI E KsX and each ci E Z,(K). Thus 
B(X) c qfox + K,X 
and 
z’SB(X’) c x’2,(K)s.x = Z’ZSX = z’(dW)X 
= z’(ds’2’)x 
by Lemma 2.2. Repeating the argument yields 
z’(dS)X c z’(B(X) + dwX) 
c z’(B(X) + dW)X) c -a* 
c z’(B(X) + dWX) c *** . 
But since (B(X) + dSj)X), = B,(X) for 2j > p $ 1, we get 
z’(dS)X c z’B(X) 
which combined with (2.3) and (2.4) gives 
tXC (0 : m*) B(X) + z’B(X). 
Now let 7J = X OR R/(t). Then 
Z(U) C (0 : m2)U + z’U + B(U). 
Apply Lemma 2.1 with A = (0 : m2)U + z’ U. Then the minimal resolution of 
k over R/(t) has the form 
Y = U OR T(F), 
where 
F OR k s d(U) g SI TorR(k, R/(t)) g s2 TorR(k, 12). 
It follows that 
pR,&) = pR(x)/(l - z2pR(x)). 
3. COMPARISON OF THE Ext-ALGEBRAS 
The Ext-algebra of a local ring R, m with residue field k = R/m is the graded 
vector space Ext,(k, k) with the Yoneda product which may be defined as 
follows: Let X be a free resolution of k over R with augmentation E: X+ k. 
Then we may identify Ext,(k, k) g H(Hom(X, k)). Let f and g be cocycles in 
Hom(X, k) representing homology classes u and 21 in Ext,(k, k). By the com- 
parison theorem, there exists a mapping of complexes G: X+ X such that 
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EG = g. The Yoneda product uv is then defined to be the homology class-of tke 
cocycle fG. 
‘THEOREM 3. Let R, m be a local Gwenstein ring of embedding d~rn~~~~ 
a2 > I a~zdK~‘ull dimemion zero. Put l? = R@ : m). 
(1) If  m3 = 0, then 
where 
Ext,(k, k) g T(~/~z)*i(u) 
24 E (m/m”)* @ (m/m2)“, 
i.e., Ext,(k, k) is tke quotient of the free algebra on the vector space dual to 
by an ideaigenerated by a single element of degree 2. 
(2) {fi’m3 # 0, there is an exact sequence 
1 0 + s2k + Q(Ext,(k, k)) -+ Q(Ext,(k, k)) -+ 0 
arkd isorn~~~~~srn 
T~r!~~~(~‘~)(k, k) gg TorE’“(“*“)(k, k) 1,* 
“fW i 3 2. 
Proof. Since R + R is a Golod homomorphism, there is ar, exact sequence of 
Hopf algebras [5, Corollary 2.41 
k --f T(V) + B + C -+ k, 
where 
F7 = sIExt,(R, k), B = ExtE(k, k), and & = Ext,(k, k). 
change of rings spectral sequence [2, p. 3471 
-72 p! io,9 = Torz,.(k, Torf.,(@, k)) = Torf,,,,jk, kj 
satisfies B:., = 0 for q # 0, 1 as follows. Since T( J’) is a sub-Hopf algebra of 
is free as a T(V)-module. Thus 
To$,~(C‘, k) = Torf,,(B @rcV) k, k) s ?;orr,‘z’(k, k) = 0 
for q > 1 because T(V) is a free algebra. Hence the spectral sequence reduces 
to a long exact sequence 
.. --z TorE,(k, k) + Torz&,.(k, V) + To$,,,(k, k) 
+ TorE,,,(k, k) + Torz,,.(k, V) - * . . . 
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However, the isomorphism 
V = sl Ext,(a, k) g s2 Ext,(k, k) 
shows that I’ is a free C-module generated by a single element of degree 2. Thus 
and 
TorE,(k, V) = 0 for i>O 
Torf,,(k, k) g Torf,(k, k) for i>3 
and we obtain a five-term exact sequence 
s2k 
II 
0 -+ Torf,,(k, k) + Torg,(k, k) -% k & V 
+ ToqB(k, k) -+ TorlC(k, k) -+ 0. 
Qlc 
Essentially, we will show that the one-dimensional vector space k & V gives 
C an extra relation (of degree 2) (i.e., a is an isomorphism) if rn3 = 0 and 
gives B an extra generator (of degree 2) if rn3 f 0 (i.e., 8 = 0). Let (0 : m) = (t). 
(1) If  m3 = 0, then m2 = (t) and (m/(t))2 = 0 so B z T((m/m”)*). 
Since B is generated by elements of degree 1 and both R and i? have the same 
embedding dimension, QB + QC is a siomorphism. Again, since B is a free 
algebra, Tor&.(k, k) = 0 and thus a is an isomorphism. 
(2) If m3 # 0, suppose 8 + 0. Then a is an epimorphism and QS -+QC 
is an isomorphism. This gives an isomorphism of primitive elements 
P Tor,(k, k) E P TorR(k, k). (3.1) 
Let X, as before, denote a minimal algebra resolution of k over R and set 
x = X OR R. Since ma f 0, (t) = (0 : m) C m3, so t E ma dX, , say t = du, 
where u E m2X, . Then the image u in m2X, is a cycle and since u is not a cycle 
in X, a has nonzero homology class in H,(x) = Tor,(k, g) s k. 
Let Y be the resolution of k over w constructed in Theorem 2. Then 
where F2 OR k E sH,(.%?) so F, is free on one generator, say f, which can be 
chosen so that df - u E B,(x). IIence for some x E X, , 
d(f+x) =a 
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Let p be the canonical map p: Y---f Y 0-k g ToP(K, k) and let w = p(j f 24) 
Clearly w is not in Im(Tor,R(k, k) + TorzR(k, k)) and, in fact, w is primitive, as 
fdIows. Suppose u = 1 a&Ti, where nij E PIP. Then it is easily checked that 
This contradicts the isomorphism (3.1). 
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